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Week One of Pre-Internship 

Today Vanessa and I were introduced to our grade two class. These kids are so fun and exciting 
to be around, but also incredibly exhausting. There are 24 students in there and they are all so full of life 
that they have a hard time being quiet, there is constantly chatter. There are a couple kids that our 
cooperating teacher believes may have ADHD, but who have never been diagnosed. As well as three EAL 
students. Two of the EAL students do very well, and are good at asking for help. The other student is so 
busy that he is often off task and doesn’t ask for help, he doesn’t really believe he has a language 
barrier. I have full confidence that when we find a way to keep him focused he will, without a doubt 
begin to excel. Overall, I have already fallen in love with each and every one of them! 

Some incredible highlights from today were when we first came in. Almost all the students 
walked in with a smile and greeted us with a hello or a good morning. One particular little girl stood out, 
she had really curly hair, a scar on her face, and a giant smile that a person could never miss. She walked 
up to me with her hand out stated her name and asked “what’s yours?” I told her and she says, “it’s a 
pleasure to meet you!” HOW CUTE?! Another little girl took a liking to me as well, she spent the day 
hanging off my leg or grabbing my hand or needing to sit right beside me. She was so cute. There were a 
few other kids I felt like I made a connection with last day, but there was some I will need to spend more 
time with next day to start building connections with them as well.  

Our introduction lesson/ activity was highly praised by our co-op, which was great to hear in our 
debrief because the whole time all I could think was what a disaster it was. Not that the activity wasn’t 
fun and we didn’t learn a lot about the children. I just felt like they were so out of control and that we 
couldn’t get them to calm down. During our talk with our co-op after she gave us a lot of compliments 
about how calm we were and for stopping the activity to remind them about listening to others. But she 
also gave us some tips such as showing them how to lightly toss the ball again (they were getting a little 
crazy throwing it too hard), coming down to their level every time we needed to remind a specific 
person to be quiet (we did it sometimes), and to keep an eye on every student especially one who is 
very sensitive. This student cried during our activity for throwing the ball over a girl’s head and we didn’t 
notice right away. I felt horrible when she pointed this out and when she told us a good thing to do 
would have been to let him throw the ball again. This is something I will constantly be thinking of for this 
student. Overall, she was very impressed with our thorough lesson plan and the way we did our activity. 
So, I am also very proud of our first day.  

I am really looking forward to next week! We have been given a health outcome on safety. 
Hopefully we can work hard to keep the children engaged and calm.  


